In May 2008 the soft gamma-ray repeater SGR 1627-41 resumed its bursting activity after nearly a decade of quiescence. After detection of a bright burst, Swift pointed its X-ray telescope in the direction of the source in less than five hours and followed it for over five weeks. In this paper we present an analysis of the data from these Swift observations and an XMMNewton one performed when SGR 1627-41 was still in a quiescent state. The analysis of the bursts detected with Swift/BAT shows that their temporal and spectral properties are similar to those found in previous observations of SGR 1627-41 and other soft gamma-ray repeaters. The maximum peak luminosity of the bursts was ∼2 × 10 41 erg s −1 . Our data show that the outburst was accompanied by a fast flux enhancement and by a hardening of the spectrum with respect to the persistent emission.
INTRODUCTION
The soft gamma-ray repeater (SGR) SGR 1627-41 is likely to host a 'magnetar', i.e. an isolated neutron star believed to have an extremely strong magnetic field (B ∼ 10 14 -10 15 G) powering their bright X-ray emission and peculiar bursting activity (e.g. Mereghetti 2008 ). Several magnetars, including SGR 1627-41, have been observed to emit short bursts (<1 s) in the hard X/soft gamma-ray band, with characteristic peak luminosities of the order of ∼10
39 -10 41 erg s −1 . Besides short bursts, SGRs are known to emit intermediate and giant flares, with typical durations of 0.5-500 s, during which luminosities up to ∼10 47 erg s −1 can be achieved. SGR 1627-41 was discovered in 1998 by the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory because of the intense bursts it emitted at the time (Kouveliotou et al. 1998 ). These bursts, more than a ⋆ E-mail: paoloesp@iasf-milano.inaf.it hundred in six weeks, were also observed by other X-ray satellites (Hurley et al. 1999; Woods et al. 1999; Feroci et al. 1998; Smith et al. 1999; Mazets et al. 1999) . Soon after the discovery of the bursts, the persistent X-ray emission of this SGR was detected by BeppoSAX at a luminosity of ∼10 35 erg s −1 (assuming a distance to the source of 11 kpc; Corbel et al. 1999 ). The quiescent spectrum was well modelled by an absorbed power law (NH ≈ 8 × 10 22 cm −2 and photon index Γ ≈ 2.5; Woods et al. 1999) . No further bursting activity has been reported since then, but several X-ray satellites observed the X-ray persistent counterpart of SGR 1627-41 in the past ten years (Kouveliotou et al. 2003; Mereghetti et al. 2006) . Since its discovery, this persistent emission showed a slow luminosity decay, from about 10 35 to 10 33 erg s −1 , the lowest value ever observed for an SGR, and a spectral softening from Γ ≈ 2 to 4 (Kouveliotou et al. 2003 ; Mereghetti et al. 2006 ). The post-burst cooling trend seen in X-rays is peculiar among SGRs; rather it resembles the behaviour of transient anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs), a sub-class of the magnetar family.
Here we report on the last observation of SGR 1627-41 performed at the end of the ten year long stretch of quiescence and on the burst re-activation of the source on 28 May 2008 (Palmer et al. 2008; Golenetskii et al. 2008; ).
THE FEBRUARY 2008 XMM-NEWTON OBSERVATION
The last XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001 ) observation of SGR 1627-41 before the May 2008 re-activation was carried out on 12-13 February 2008 and lasted about 80 ks. The EPIC pn and MOS cameras (sensitive in the 0.1-15 keV range) were operated in Full Frame mode with the medium optical filter. The data were processed using version 7.1.0 of the XMM-Newton Science Analysis Software (SAS). We selected events with patterns 0-4 and 0-12 for the pn and the MOS cameras, respectively. The data were filtered to reject intervals with soft-proton flares, reducing the net exposure time to 49.3 ks for the pn detector, 68.3 ks for the MOS 1, and 69.4 ks for the MOS 2.
Source spectra were accumulated for each camera from circular regions with a 25 ′′ radius. The background counts were selected from a 70 × 150 arcsec 2 box centred at RA = 16 h 36 m 01. s 4, Decl. = −47
• 34 ′ 27. ′′ 6. About 330 counts above the background were collected from SGR 1627-41 by the pn between 2 and 10 keV, 150 by the MOS 1, and 160 by the MOS 2. Spectral redistribution matrices and ancillary response files were generated using the SAS tasks RMFGEN and ARFGEN. The spectral fitting was performed using the XSPEC fitting package version 12.4. The data were grouped so as to have at least 20 counts per energy bin and the spectra from the MOS 1, MOS 2, and pn in the 2-10 keV range were fit simultaneously (spectral channels having energies below 2 keV were ignored, owing to the very low signal-to-noise ratio). We fit an absorbed power-law model and obtained the following bestfit parameters (χ 2 r = 0.98 for 42 degrees of freedom): absorption NH = (10 ± 2) × 10 22 cm −2 and photon index Γ = 3.3
−0.4 (hereafter all errors are at 1 σ confidence level). The observed 2-10 keV flux was (6±2)×10 −14 erg cm −2 s −1 . For comparison with previous work (Kouveliotou et al. 2003; Mereghetti et al. 2006) we also fit the data keeping the absorption column fixed at NH = 9 × 10 22 cm −2 , obtaining a similar photon index Γ = 3.0 ± 0.2 and a flux of (6±1)×10 −14 erg cm −2 s −1 . This value (plotted in Figure 1 ) hints at a further luminosity decrease since the previous XMM-Newton observations (September 2004; Mereghetti et al. 2006) .
SWIFT OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Swift (Gehrels et al. 2004 ) was specifically designed to study Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) and their afterglows, and its payload includes a wide-field instrument, the Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; Barthelmy et al. 2005) , and two narrow-field instruments, the X-Ray Telescope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2005 ) and the Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005) . In this Section we report on the results obtained from our analysis of the Swift BAT and XRT observations of SGR 1627-41 performed since its May 2008 re-activation. Given the extremely large optical extinction inferred from the X-ray absorption of the SGR 1627-41 spectrum (AV > 40 mag; Wachter et al. 2004 ) the UVOT instrument cannot provide meaningful constraints on the ultraviolet/optical emission of SGR 1627-41. 
Burst Alert Telescope data -Bursting emission
The coded mask gamma-ray (15-150 keV) BAT instrument spends a large fraction of its time waiting for the occurrence of a GRB in its field of view (FOV). Whenever a GRB or an interesting hard X-ray transient is detected, information for individual photons is sent to the ground in order to have the maximum energy and time resolution (event data). If no GRB is detected, the on board software accumulates the detector count map in 80-channel histograms with a typical integration time of ∼5 minutes (survey data). In this mode, continuous full-detector count rate information is available in 4 energy bands at 64 ms resolution, providing a light-curve for bright variable sources in the FOV.
On 28 May 2008 at 08:21:43 UT BAT triggered on and localised a bright burst from SGR 1627-41 (Palmer et al. 2008 ). Another bright burst was detected at 09:53:00 UT and was followed by tens of bursts extending to at least 10:25:54 UT (see Figure 2 ). Due to the non-continuous coverage, the net exposure time spent by BAT on the source was ∼3.4 ks. In this Section we present the study of bursts detected when event data were available (∼2.3 ks).
The data reduction was performed using version 2.8 of the standard Swift/BAT analysis software distributed within FTOOLS under the HEASOFT package (version 6.4.0). For each event file, the background-subtracted counts of the source were extracted from the detector pixels illuminated by the source by using the maskweighting technique. Light-curves in the 15-50 keV band showing the bursting activity were produced. For each burst, a spectrum of the entire bursting time interval was extracted.
We identified in the BAT data eight bursts with more than 500 counts in the 15-50 keV energy range. Their spectra were fit well by an optically-thin thermal bremsstrahlung (OTTB) model with temperatures ranging from about 10 to 70 keV and are overall similar to those detected during the previous outburst of SGR 1627-41 as well as the outbursts from other SGRs (Aptekar et al. 2001) .
The main problem with the OTTB model is that, while it generally provides good fits to the spectra of SGR bursts in the hard X-rays ( 15 keV), it tends to overestimate the flux at low energies when broad band data are available (e.g. Olive et al. 2004 ; Figure 2 . The time-line of the bursts detected by the Swift Burst Alert Telescope (generated on board, see Section 3.1). The portion plotted in red corresponds to the temporal range for which event data were available; for the portion in blue only rate and survey data were distributed. Table 1 . Spectral fit results (in the 15-100 keV range) of the bright bursts detected by Swift/BAT (see Figure 2) for the double blackbody model. We assume a distance to the source of 11 kpc.
Burst
Net counts Duration a Bolometric luminosity of first/second blackbody. Feroci et al. 2004 ). Among numerous possible spectral models (see Israel et al. 2008 , for a review), we tested the double blackbody model (2BB) that was successfully applied to the SGR bursting emission over broad energy ranges (e.g. Olive et al. 2004; Feroci et al. 2004; Nakagawa et al. 2007; Israel et al. 2008 ). In the case of SGR 1627-41 the 2BB model yielded a good description of the burst spectra as well (even though the additional free parameters with respect to the OTTB model were not statistically required); in Table 1 we show the spectral results for the brightest events. Similar to previous studies, our spectral fits show the presence of a 'cold' blackbody with kT1 ≈ 4 keV and emitting radius R1 ≈ 30 km and a hotter blackbody, with kT2 ≈ 10 keV and R2 ≈ 4 km. For these bright bursts we also produced the spectra corresponding to the rise, peak, and decay phases. The maximum luminosity detected in the SGR 1627-41 data set was ∼2×10 41 erg s −1
(burst B, peak phase; in particular, the hard blackbody component, with kT2 ≃ 11 keV and radius R2 ≃ 8 km, reached a luminosity of ∼10 41 erg s −1 ). Small variations with time were detected, though all the spectra are consistent with the model parameters of the corresponding time-averaged spectrum (see Table 1 ) simply re-scaled in normalisation (to account for the luminosity evolution during the burst). The results of this analysis are reported in Figure 3 where the two blackbody equivalent surfaces are shown as a function of their temperatures (only time resolved spectra with well-constrained fitting parameter values are shown). For comparison, we also report the corresponding measurements obtained for the intense 'burst forest' emitted by SGR 1900+14 on 29 March 2006 and observed by BAT (Israel et al. 2008) . Despite the small number of photons detected in the SGR 1627-41 bursts, their spectral properties are in good agreement with those of SGR 1900+14.
We also searched the data for a persistent emission from SGR 1627-41 during all the non-bursting intervals. For each event file, an image was generated excluding the burst time intervals and the BATCELLDETECT tool was run. We investigated two time in- tervals, the first one (see Figure 2) ranging from time t = −5 533 to −4 331 s (net exposure time 1 201 s) and the second one from t = 0 to 1 146 s (net exposure 1 140 s). In both cases we found no significant emission; the 3 σ upper limits on the flux in the 15-50 keV band for the above quoted intervals are 10 −9 and 4 × 10 −10 erg cm −2 s −1 , respectively (the large difference is due to the coded fraction at which the source was observed in the two cases).
X-Ray Telescope data -Persistent emission
The Swift XRT uses a CCD detector sensitive to photons with energies between 0.2 and 10 keV. Fourteen Swift observations of SGR 1627-41 were performed following the source re-activation. The XRT instrument was operated in photon counting (PC) mode. The first observation started about 4.6 hours after the first burst was detected by the BAT. Table 2 reports the log of the XRT observations used for this work. The data were processed with standard procedures using the FTOOLS task XRTPIPELINE (version 0.11.6). We selected events with grades 0-12 and limited the analysis to the 0.3-10 keV range, where the PC response matrices are well calibrated. The source was significantly detected in all observations with exposure time longer than 1 ks with the mean count rates given in Table 2 . These values, corrected for the loss of counts caused by hot columns and pixels (the correction factor was calculated with XRTMKARF), are plotted in Figure 1 after conversion to flux as described below.
For the spectral analysis, we extracted the source events from a circular region with a radius of 20 pixels (1 pixel ≃ 2.37 ′′ ), whereas the background events were extracted within an annular source-free region centred on SGR 1627-41 and with radii 50 and 75 pixels. Since individual data sets have too few counts for a meaningful spectral analysis, we extracted a cumulative spectrum. This corresponds to a total exposure of 32.9 ks and contains about 340 net counts in the 0.3-10 keV range. The data were rebinned with a minimum of 15 counts per energy bin. The ancillary response file was generated with XRTMKARF, and it accounts for different extraction regions, vignetting and point-spread function corrections. We used the latest available spectral redistribution matrix (swxpc0to12s6 20010101v010.rmf). Adopting an absorbed powerlaw model, we find the following best-fit parameters (χ 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The recent, spectacular re-activation of SGR 1627-41, following a quiescent interval of nearly a decade, triggered the BAT instrument on board Swift on 28 May 2008. Tens of bursts were observed, with fluxes exceeding the underlying continuum by a factor >10 5 . The bursts achieved a maximum luminosity of ∼10 41 erg s −1 and had a duration of <0.5 s, typical of the bursts detected in SGRs. Thanks to the rapid response of Swift, the source was repeatedly observed with XRT in the days following the 'burst forest' emission, leading to the earliest post-burst observations ever obtained for this SGR. In fact, at the time of the previous active period, the persistent emission was observed only one month after the first burst detection .
With respect to the last pre-burst XMM-Newton observation, the source was detected in May-June 2008 at a much larger flux level (see Figure 1) and with a considerably harder spectrum. A serendipitous Chandra observation performed only 20 hours before the detection of the bursting activity provides a 3 σ upper limit on the absorbed flux of 5 × 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 (0.5-10 keV band; Tiengo et al. 2008) , showing that most of the flux enhancement occurred in less than a day. These facts indicate a significant phase transition marked by the burst activation. The correlated spectral hardening/flux increase is in line with what is observed in the long term evolution of other magnetars (e.g. Mereghetti 2008) , and expected in models in which the non thermal X-ray emission is due to resonant up-scattering by magnetospheric currents (Thompson et al. 2002) .
The early flux decay of the source is shown in Figure 4 , where, for comparison, we also plot the flux of the decay that followed the past bursting activity of SGR 1627-41 and those of two AXPs, CXOU J164710.2-455216 (Israel et al. 2007 ) and 1E 2259+586 ). The SGR 1627-41 data taken after more than two days from the May 2008 trigger are well fit by a power-law decay (index ∼ −0.2), but the XRT points at earlier times shows a marked excess over this trend, indicating a very steep initial decay. This behaviour closely resembles that of 1E 2259+586: in that case, after the June 2002 bursts active phase the source flux showed a double component decay, with a steep component that decayed rapidly during the first ∼2 days, followed by a slower year-long decay phase . Interestingly, the phase of steep flux decay (and harder spectra) was associated with a long-lasting period of bursting activity. This is consistent with what was observed in CXOU J164710.2-455216 and SGR 1627-41: in the former case, in which no steep/prompt decay was observed, the bursting activity was already over at the time of the first observation of the persistent flux. In the latter case, after the activation of June 1998 only a shallow decay was monitored >60 days from the first bursts. The light-curve of the recent SGR 1627-41 decay reveals both, the steep and shallow phase, and the last burst was detected by Konus/Wind between the first and the second XRT pointing (Golenetskii et al. 2008 ). The new observations support the presence of two distinct time-scales (a short, ∼1 day, and a longer one, ∼month) in the flux decay following the outburst of a magnetar. In this respect, we notice that while a steep decay seems to point toward a magnetospheric effect (for instance following current dissipation or other forms of activity), the decay index of the shallow phase ranges from about −0.6 (in the case of SGR 1627-41, 1998) to −0.2 (for 1E 2259+586 and SGR 1627 2259+586 and SGR -41, 2008 and is roughly compatible with crustal cooling (considering the uncertainties in the theoretical models, see Eichler et al. 2006 and references therein). The energetics and relative importance of the steep/shallow decay phases, nevertheless, greatly vary from source to source. Indeed, in some cases this requires a powering mechanism for the tail emission much more energetic than the bursts energy deposition. This might be associated with magnetospheric current dissipation or crustal cooling following an impulsive heat deposition. For several bursts we had enough counts to perform a spectral analysis. The parameter values derived from the 2BB fits are in agreement with the results of a comprehensive analysis of a 'burst forest' emitted by SGR 1900+14 (Israel et al. 2008) , which showed that the bursts populate almost homogeneously all temperatures between ∼2 and ∼12 keV, with a bimodal distribution behaviour and a sharp edge in the kT -R 2 plane. This supports the idea of two distinct emitting regions, a cold and larger one and a hot and smaller one which in turn may be associated to the escaping regions of two populations of photons, from the O-and Epolarisation modes. Interestingly, the bright bursts detected from SGR 1627-41 lie within the cloud of the SGR 1900+14 bursts (Figure 3 ) and the luminosities of the two blackbody components are in agreement with the relation shown in Figure 6 of Israel et al. (2008) , suggesting that short bursts form a continuum in terms of spectral properties, duration and fluence. Finally, we notice that in the scenario proposed by Israel et al. (2008) , the luminosity of the hot blackbody is not expected to exceed the magnetic Eddington luminosity (Thompson & Duncan 1995) . In the case of SGR 1627-41, where the maximum luminosity observed by the BAT for the hot blackbody is ∼10 41 erg s −1 , this translates into a lower limit for the magnetic field of B > 1.8 × 10
14 G.
